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Congratulations on being one of only a small number of people to get hold of this PDF. That’s correct
this is one of those limited things, why? Well I’d like to keep profiting with it myself without
saturation becoming a problem… So please do me a favour; please don’t share as doing so will kill
the method for you and me.

So Number 1
This PDF is short and to the point, it’s meant to be that way for a reason… so you can get started
fast. You’ll also see a couple of links to videos inside this PDF… Videos are used to demonstrate
certain aspects… you’ll understand why when you watch.

So number 1… the method outlined in this training is kind of a tweak on a very simple old-school
affiliate trick… I.e direct linking.

Sure you could build in the added process of collecting leads, but I’m keeping this as simple as I can
for all those who like quick results. But feel free to adapt this process as you see fit.

So if all you want to do is make a profit each week here goes…

Here is a quick summery of the method
#1. I used Clickbank as the affiliate platform (for Niche Products)
#2. I look for products which are a solution to a pain (a pain that people would rather not have to talk about)
#3. I use a software called ISpionage to spy on advertisers
#4. I clone or construct sales pages – instead of using the vendor’s sales page
#5. I use a special variation of an affiliate link which bypasses the vendor’s sales page and takes customer
directly to checkout.
#6. I use a little header script to ensure my affiliate cookie drops and I get credited for future sales. Even
though the customer never visits the sellers / vendors sales page.
#5. I drive traffic with Bing Ads

WHY?
Let me quickly explain my reasoning for using this method myself and showing you how to do it too.

Number 1.
Many ClickBank sales pages are outdated and damned right ugly… Sure in 2010 they were probably
pretty cool. But as I write this it is currently 2018 and some of those pages haven’t been changed at
all since I first looked 8 years ago.
Poor and ugly pages mean that you’ll have an uphill struggle promoting them profitably.

Example…

Yes this is one of my projects… in the left image is the vendors sales page – on the right is my make-over.

Number 2.
If you are using Bing PPC to send targeted traffic using the direct linking strategy I mentioned in a
separate PDF then from time to time some of your links may get flagged for being different to the
landing page…. I.e. clocked affiliate link, leading to vendor sales page…
This method ensures you get around being flagged…

I.e you could (If you want to do this fast), simply clone, change links, upload to your subdomain and promote…
it’ll take you about 20 mins.

Number 3.
The crazy thing about this method is something that happens as a by-product, which is:
Well because you now host your own sales page, which is keyword rich… and because you are
sending traffic to the site (in order to profit as an affiliate) these tiny sites start to rank organically.

I know… Its Bing and not Google. But remember this is a by-product. This PDF is not about ranking sites but it will just
happen… Obviously it will happen quicker in Bing / Yahoo than it will in Google, but again this is just the icing on the cake.

Step 1
So for this method to work you will need to promote products listed on Clickbank. This is because ok
the script and the direct to checkout code (which you will find in this doc).
The trick is to look for products which act as a solution to a pain
This could be in the health niche or in a niche which could be perceived as being a bit odd.
Remember… it doesn’t matter too much about the quality of the sales page, or the fact that the
sales page only contains a video (video sales pages are normally terrible for PPC because no relevant
text means – low quality score and high click costs)

Read this…

Just a video… so what?
A page without content means the keywords you target (PPC) are not contained on the sales page. In fact there is nothing
on the sales page apart from a video. And that means – Poor quality score (Bing Ads)
Poor quality score means either your ads show intermittently, not at all, cost too much etc, etc – all Bad

Which Products Should You Promote?
So which products should you promote? Well this is one of those how long is a piece of string type
questions. Before I was a IMer I made money in the health niche.

Skin conditions, Embarrassing stuff… Hint: the first place anyone looks for a solution to remedy an
embarrassing condition is online. Think about it.

You may or may not know that the biggest niche for me was the Herpes niche (hope this doesn’t
offend). That niche made me $124.000 in 6 months from zero (I didn’t have a list BTW).

So choose wisely but listen you do not have to follow me into the embarrassing niches – anything
can work providing someone has already proven that it works (see software).

Take a look at my blog post relating to Embarrassing Niches for a quick overview:
http://markbishop.net/2018/01/23/embarrassing-niche-makes-123936-in-6-months-tutorial/

Shortlist
Shortlist a number of possible – start with the most popular in a category
For best results look at products which have upsells or recurring or both. Remember if you sell one
product you might make more from upsells too (I don’t think I have yet though lol).

Step 2
Go to Bing search engine and paste in the name of the product. You need to be looking for
advertisers. Are there people paying to advertise that product… If No, dump that product and move
to the next. We are not trying to re-invent the wheel… just copy what works 

Step 3
I suggest you use a software tool called ISpionage… you can find them here:
https://www.ispionage.com

They offer a free account which gives you a number of searches per day free (there are some details
missing) but this is enough to get you started.

Paste in the URL of the vendors site as shown below – choose US and hit search.

Then click Ads and Bing/Yahoo

Now look at the screen shot below… you can instantly see which ads have been running for the
longest.

These are the results you will see.
And it’s pretty obvious too… do you think an advertiser would run an ad and pay for the privilege for
152 days if it wasn’t profitable?
No they wouldn’t. So now we know which ads work – copy them or tweak them (your choice)

Step 4
Now you need those winning keywords. Normally you’d have to go mess around with a bunch of
keyword tools, but with the software mentioned above you can also see which keywords the
advertisers are using

Now simply copy (or export) the keywords – sort and discard the ones you don’t want to use or
don’t seem relevant. And that’s it… you now know all the keywords the advertiser is using and the
ones which perform the best.

Step 5
Subdomain
Now based on the research you have done so far you should now have an idea for a potentially
winning campaign. So in order for this to work you will need to add a subdomain to your hosting.
Ideally the subdomain will be highly specific to the product or niche you are promoting
e.g.

Just in case you are not familiar with sub domains take a look at the image above. You will see that
the actual domain or TLD is the last bit, right after the ‘dot’… so my domain is: 4-u.co
The sub part comes before the ‘dot’… in this example it is chronicurticariarelief

So the subdomain is: chronicurticariarelief.4-u.co

Do you know how to set up a subdomain?
No? Don’t worry, I have a quick video which will show you how…

However before you watch it please do me a favour and subscribe to my YouTube Channel by clicking the
following image button…

Thank you for subscribing

Video – Set Up Subdomain
Click the icon to watch on YouTube

Clone
This is perhaps the easiest route and requires just 10 – 20 minutes of your time. Essentially all you
are doing here is downloading the complete website to your computer… editing a couple of
elements such as links… and then uploading the edited sales page and all files to your subdomain.

Note: With some browsers you can do this by visiting a webpage – right clicking – then clicking ‘Save
As’

Then select all files, save and you’re ready to edit the link etc… Apologies if I’m a bit vague on this,
no longer works in Windows 10, so here’s an alternative.

Download the open-source software called HTTrack: https://www.httrack.com/
This software will enable you to download all files to your desktop. Once you have the files open the
HTML file for the sales page in a HTML editor such as Kompzer: http://www.kompozer.net/
Then make edits such as link and header script, save, and upload all files to your sub domain.

Note: That is the quick and cheap way… however that isn’t the way I do it. So if you need tech advice or step by step, detailed training on
how to do this, I’m afraid you’ll have to look elsewhere.

So what do I do?

My Own Version
One of the main reasons for me initially looking at this option was because many of the ClickBank
niches I wanted to promote had products and sales pages which were poor and very outdated.
I wanted to put my own spin on the products, make the pages look modern and appealing so that’s
what I did.

This video explains the process in more detail… Click the icon to watch on YouTube

The Page Builder I use & Highly Recommend (if you don’t already have one) is Optimize Press 2.0. It
comes with a lot of ready to edit templates which makes building modern versions of Clickbank sales
pages a simple copy, paste and replace OP2 element process.

Click Here to View Optimize Press 2.0
One last thing to note about Optimize Press 2.0: There are no monthly costs… it is updated continuously without additional
cost. All the pages you see me use including some of the biggest launches in the industry are designed with Optimize press
2.0 (I have used it since 2013).

Direct to checkout / orderform link
The following link is the link you will need to use instead of your affiliate link. I.e your normal affiliate
link will take prospects back to the vendors sales page… this special link will take them directly to the
checkout page.

The link
http://item-number-here.affiliateID-Here_Vendor-here.pay.clickbank.net

This is the basic link layout and of course you will need to change each of the elements coloured red.

1. Item Number
http://item-number-here
First you will need to determine what the product number is, remember a single vendor could have
multiple products on one account. They may also use letters and numbers, so you need to check
before you add to your link.

Here’s how:
This video explains the process in more detail… Click the icon to watch on YouTube

E.G. as shown in Video
https://ssl.clickbank.net/order/orderform.html?time=1516966875&vvvv=7572746963757265&item
=2&oaref=01.D3E528BBC7B5F126599BE752EB615BEE871411EF773E02400C966BABDABB1F40DFE0
F551ABB8C490AEC19D30E3DDA14B67E82A28&corid=6f514d24-48a4-4765-bfd5-48bcb8fe64fd

The item number (as shown in red above) is the piece in the long URL which directly follows: item=

2. Affiliate ID
.affiliateID-Here
No videos required here as I’m sure you know what your affiliate ID is right?

3. Vendor ID
_Vendor-here.pay.clickbank.net
The last part of the link is the vendor name.
This video explains the process in more detail… Click the icon to watch on YouTube

It is very simple to locate the vendor name for your link. Simply click to promote and the link box will
show the vendor name in 3 places as the following image shows.

Now put the whole link together…
In this example my link is:
http://2.nathealth1_URTICURE.pay.clickbank.net
Go ahead and click the link for yourself and see: http://2.nathealth1_URTICURE.pay.clickbank.net

Now add your finished ‘Direct to Checkout’ link to your site. I recommend that you add the finished
link to pretty links as mentioned in WordPress plugins (video), cloak it and then use the cloaked link
in your sales page buy button.

Script
Ok, so as well as the special link mentioned above you also need to insert the Iframe script on your
website in order to cookie anyone visiting your site to the product (even though the potential
customer has not visited the vendors website)

The Script
<iframe width="1" height="1" src="http://nathealth1.URTICURE.hop.clickbank.net/"
style="display:none"></iframe>

Use the script above… with the following edits.
Change the Blue text to your Affiliate ID / Name
Change the Red text to the Vendor ID / Name

Enter the iframe code to your landing / sales page just before the closing body tag </body>.

THE END
Well not quite but almost. Once you have your site up and looking the way you want it to on your
own subdomain, and with the script and special link installed it’s time to start sending traffic.

Bing PPC is perfect for Niche related products

But there are one or two things you need to keep in mind
Start small… I usually start with £20 ($25) budget per day and set my bids across the board at a max
of 0.25 per click (most never need the 0.25). If you add your max click amount that will be the
Maximum you pay per click (not the minimum)

Providing you have a good quality score clicks will be cheap… as you now have control of the landing
page this is not a problem. Since I began doing this my Quality score averages over 80% for most
phrases I target.

Initial testing…
All I do is drop the keywords in without too much sorting. The following day I dump those with a
poor quality score. The day after that I dump those which were showing, had a good quality score
but were not getting impressions.

End Summary
My advice to you is keep it simple. Follow the plan detailed in this PDF as closely as possible and try.
Find the products which do work and scale (while dumping the ones that fail).

If you want more proof that this works spend an hour of so checking Bing search for ClickBank
product names… there are a lot of people promoting niche related products. Many of them are
doing it the wrong way or just badly and yet they continue to do it, so what does that tell you?
Because you now control your own pages, how they look and the destination links you now stand a
far higher chance of profiting… your ad will show higher and cost less because it is designed to fit
perfectly with the targeted phrases.

Last thing: If you already have a site or a blog dedicated to one niche / product you can add the same links
there too ;)

Remember not to share this… doing so will impact your results and mine.

Best regards

